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Introduction  
 

इस कोसस में आप Adjective part -2 के बारे में पढें गे वो भी basic level to 

advance level. इस कोसस में अपलोगो को examples  के द्वारा concept को clear 

ककया जाएँगे साथ ही साथ competitive based questions करवाया जाएगा, हर 
concept को कहानी के द्वारा clear ककया जाएगा आपलोगो को notes provide  

ककया जाएगा previous year questions के साथ so why to wait join our 

Adjective 2 mission.  
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Learning Objective: 
The learning objective of this lesson as follows: 
In this session we will learn about  
Irregular comparison of adjective 
 

a) Irregular comparison of Adjective. 
b) List of adjectives  
c) Double form of adjective     
d) d)Gap filling 

 
 

DEFINITION: Irregular comparison of objective means that their 
comparative and superlative are not formed from positive  
 
For Example: 

 bad evil worse worst  
 little lesser least  
 much more most  
 late later latest  
 late latter lalest  
 Old older oldest  
 old elder eldest  
 far further farthest  
 for former foremost  
 Double form of adjective’s  
 late later latest -it tells the time  
 late latter last -it tells the position example  
 Mohan is later than I expected. 
 I have heard the latest news  
 here later and latest tells the time  
 The latter chapters are lacking interest  
 The last chapter is quite interesting. here letter and last tells the 

position  
 old older oldest It denotes both person and things  
 old elder Eldest only for person not for animal or thing  
 after elder don't use than example  
 Sohan is my elder brother.  
 Meet is my elder sister  
 Rekha is the oldest boy in the class.  
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 This temple is oldest temple in Dehradun Some more confusing 
words  

 Further- for distance  
 farther- additional example Calcutta is farther from the equator than 

Columbo.  
 Please reply without further delay.  
 Gap filling  
 Do you heard the latest news . 
 I will reply to the mail without further delay  
 Kolkata is farther from Delhi than Kerala.  
 mehak is my elder sister.  
 This temple is the oldest temple in Patna 
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